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By Robert Anderson
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Insurances Transacted
Telephone Richmond 4017
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40 Hill Rise . Richmond . Surrey

House and Land Agents
Specialists in Estate Layout and Structural Design of Industrial Buildings
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
The action of the play takes place in Mr. Bill Reynolds' house in a boys' school in New England.

ACT ONE
Late afternoon of a day in early June

ACT TWO
Scene 1. Two days later
Scene 2. 8.45 on Saturday night

ACT THREE
Late afternoon the next day

MUSICAL SELECTIONS:
Overtures: "Popular Songs"
FIRST INTERVAL: Piano Music of Tchaikovsky
SECOND INTERVAL: La Gioconda

Pianist: JOSEPH ALEXANDER

Will patrons please note that CHOCOLATES may be obtained at the Box Office in the foyer during the FIRST INTERVAL.

A Telephone has now been installed for the convenience of Patrons just off the foyer.

Sound reproductions by Bishop Sound and Electrical Co., Ltd.

Cigarettes: WiFi Cigarettes and Benson and Hedges.

Stage and costumes supplied by W. J. Collier & Co., of Richmond.

First Aid Facilities in this Theatre are provided by St. John Ambulance Brigade, Members, who give their services voluntarily.

Nylon Stockings by Kaper Rondor.

SCENES AND PRIVATE TUITION

L'AUBERGE
2 Hill Rise (opposite Bridge) 68 Richmond
MORNING COFFEES: LUNCHEONS: TEAS: THEATRE SUPPERS
Open seven days a week: 9 a.m. till midnight

L'AUBERGE
2 Hill Rise (opposite Bridge) 68 Richmond
MORNING COFFEES: LUNCHEONS: TEAS: THEATRE SUPPERS
Open seven days a week: 9 a.m. till midnight

SILVER HORSESHOE RESTAURANT
5 Duke Street, Richmond
Just around the corner from this Theatre.
Morning Coffee: Luncheons: Afternoon Teas
THEATRE SUPPERS: Where the stars dine

G. Oswald Taylor
("CINETRIF")
RICHMOND'S FOREMOST PHOTOGRAPHERS
Appointed to this Theatre
R.C. 2642 40 George Street
Right in the centre of Richmond

EUGENE PERMS
Expert Tinting
Long Night Thursday

MAXINE
In Church Court, Richmond, R.C. 3300
Alm. H. Bailey's Sporting Hall
New R.C. 3300 (opposite Bridge)

"YOU MEET VERY NICE PEOPLE" at the
HOTEL STUART SCHOOL
DANCE
The Hill, Richmond, R.C. 4512

L'AUBERGE
2 Hill Rise (opposite Bridge): Richmond 684
MORNING COFFEES: LUNCHEONS: TEAS: THEATRE SUPPERS
Open seven days a week: 9 a.m. till midnight
Next Week — Monday, March 2nd, 1959

TO DOROTHY A SON
By Roger MacDougall

We have several times been asked why we sometimes present up-to-date plays with only very short West End runs to their credit, rather than revive more of the past successes whose plots have been forgotten but whose splendid entertainment value will long be remembered. We therefore make no apology for repeating this rollicking comedy which has lost none of its vigour after a lapse of seven years when it was first played to delighted Richmond audiences following a very long West End run.

Here, if you like, it is comedy with a difference, for in it the Author achieves the impossible by keeping one of the leading characters (Dorothy) out of sight, but always within earshot. She is a young expectant mother whose husband is a bedding composer. With Dorothy in bed avoiding the happy event, and so help he endeavours frantically to play the dual role of nurse and housekeeper, in addition to his composing. In short, but for Dorothy means Bedlam for Tom Rigby - but it does not stop there. To tell you more would spoil your fun, but you must not miss this hilarious Comedy.

Week commencing Monday, March 9th, 1959

AGATHA CHRISTIE's
THE HOLLOW
One of her best “Who-dunnit’s”

INTERVAL REFRESHMENTS may be obtained in the fully-licensed BARS at the back of the STALLS and CIRCLE, also in the CAFE LOUNGE (tea, coffee, home-made cakes, sandwiches)

Cyril Muller
Welcomes Friends Old and New at The Brightest and Most Popular House in Richmond

The Princes Head
TUDOR BAR
ALWAYS SOMETHING GOOD TO EAT AND DRINK

“"We have pleasure in announcing that the "Tudor Bar" Restaurant will be re-opening shortly — watch this space for opening date."

Half a Minute from this Theatre

ON THE GREEN
Phone - RICHMOND 1572 (Excellent Parking Facilities)

Twickenham Fur Stores

Stylish Furnishings

@ HEATH ROAD - TWICKENHAM
(Please note Odeon Cinema)

97 and 99 Bures from Richmond Station

Visit Our Fur Salon for your Fur Coat, Stole, Jacket or Fur Cape

We have the best-quality garments at reasonable prices always in stock.
Our speciality is Restyling, Repairing, Cleaning and Refitting. Estimates free. No obligation. Personal attention.

West End workmanship assured by expert craftsmen

All work executed on the premises

Furs Bought and Exchanged

PO Box 4150 (day) PERIvale 7774 (evening)
THE RICHMOND REPAIR PARLOUR
13 PAVED COURT, RICHMOND (Behind Godlings)
Tel: RICHmond 6526
Quick Service: Courteous & Inexpensive

YOUR BEAUTY DEPENDS ON YOUR HAIR
MAPLES
LADIES' HAIRDRESSERS
and Permanent Waving Specialists (all systems)
* Late Night Fridays *
32 RED LION STREET
Phone: Richmond 5268

FOR "A QUICK ONE"...

. . . OR AT YOUR LEISURE

VISIT

"The Cobwebs"

Just round the corner in Duke Street: Less than half a minute's walk from this theatre

★

WATNEY'S ALES & REID'S STOUT
WINES & SPIRITS
SNACKS AT THE BAR

★

Under the Proprietorship of Mr. and Mrs. Reg Biggs

BUILDING AND DECORATING ON EASY TERMS

★ High Quality Work
★ Pay over 9/24 months

PROPERTY REPAIR SERVICES LTD.
5 Goodwins Court, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.2 : Telephone COV 1865
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